
 

 

National Lifesaving Committee Meeting Minutes 
 
Date:  
19th & 20th October 2019 
 
Venue:  
Brentwood Hotel, Wellington 
 
Attending: 

 
Adam Fraser  Chairman 
Paul Newham           Northern Region 
Dani Shepard          Eastern Region 
Brendon Hamilton Gibbs     Central Region  
Kate Suter           Proxy Southern Region 
Dave Clarke           Appointed 
Gary Payinda          SLSNZ Medical Director   
 

Adam Wooler Chief Operations Officer (by phone) 
Allan Mundy         National Lifesaving Manager 
Ari Peach          SLSNR Lifesaving Manager 
Chase Cahalane SLSER Lifesaving Manager 
Jackson Edwards SLSCR Lifesaving Manager 
Chris Jeffery          SLSSR Lifesaving Manager 
Brad O’Leary         Member Education Manager 

 
Apologies 
 
Mike Smith            Southern Region      
Seth McPhee           Appointed 
Adam Wooler   Chief Operations Officer (Sunday) 
Brad O’Leary          Member Education Manager (Sunday) 

 

 
Agenda:  
 

1. Minutes of last meeting                                  AM 

2. Matters arising from previous minutes                          AM 

a. Project Reports  (Written) taken as read  

b. Medical Directors Report (taken as read)                GP 

c. PAG                                       DC    

d. SLSNZ Draft Lifesaving Strategy                      AM 

e. Woman in IRB’s                               DS 

f. Education Report                              BO 

3. Strategy Presentation                                   AM 

4. Strategy workshop                                    AM 

5. Review Work Plan                                    AF 

6. Breach policy discussion                             AF 

7. ROM /Year                                        AF 

8. RWC / MNZ                                       AM 

9. NLC Plan                                        AM 

10. NLC Delegate Cycle/Succession planning                  AM 

11. Policy development time table                           AM 

12. General Business                                   AF  

a. Prototype IRB    PN 

b. RWC in Patrol Audits    AM 

 

 

 

 



 

Minutes of October 19/20 meeting. 
Ref Topic 

1.  Minutes of last meeting   

Adjust minutes to reflect accurate attendance -   BHG was present as was DS. 
                                                                                        Moved PN     Seconded BHG 

2.  Project Reports  (Written)Taken as read 
a).    Medical Directors Report        GP 
Medical Directors Report        GP  

i. -Gary discussed member feedback on the SLGA revision process. He's happy to be involved in pro-actively 
responding to members’ questions, ideally in the future, prior to the rollout of new policies or revisions. An online 
webinar or Q&A session as a means of addressing members’ questions and concerns is one possibility.  

ii. -Hopefully within one or two years the manual could be available online (and can be printed by individuals), and not 
printed as books which are currently proving difficult and costly to edit/revise. 

ii. -Use of a Google Form for reporting incidents could be made cheap and effective, accessible to anyone via 
the web.  A sample/example:  https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZY58IK_eIYIYV58GUGimeCp7G0u8zdA_1odhgI_G
Jw/edit  

iii. -We lack an adequate medical event reporting database. Currently using a CRM (a customer relationship manager) 
software meant for salespeople to hold sales contacts. Recommend an online medical event reporting system that is 
robust, available on the web, accessible, and powerful. Google G Suite is cheap, easy to use, and works with other 
software. 

iv. -Surf First Responder course (modelled on FENZ First Responder) trial is completed and being reviewed. My goal is 
to have one standard of medical education for lifeguards nationwide: so you know that any lifeguard that saves you 
has exactly the same training, knowledge, skills, protocols, medications, etc. And that their practice is seamlessly 
integrated with the rest of the prehospital services. 

v. -First aid training for lifeguards that does not include AED (defibrillation) and oxygen use is not fit for purpose. AED 
use must be taught from the start, as it is perhaps the single most effective lifesaving intervention we can 
perform.  NZQA is a blunt instrument that isn't tailored to our lifeguard's needs. Some NZQA qualifications like PHEC 
are being retired or revised. We must get something like the SFR program up and running nationally. 

vi. -Gary's vision as medical director is of one standard level of first aid nationwide for every single lifeguard (two days). 
With a higher level Surf First Responder qualification for one person per club, or ideally one person per patrol (4 
days). Not the current multiple, variable levels of Surf Life Guard Award/Level I, Level II, Level III/PHEC, with tacked-
on pain and oxygen modules. The future should be something like: Surf First Aid for every guard, and Surf First 
Responder for a selection of lifeguards. First aiders would be competent for all basic first aid including AED use (of 
course), and Surf First Responders able to give meds, methoxyflurane, and have absolute competence in the most 
important resuscitation components: opening/maintaining an airway, bag-valve-mask ventilation, CPR, and an 
advanced ability to hand over care to paramedics seamlessly. 

vii. -The time is now for members to have access to feedback manikins in clubs. These cheap devices allow members to 
teach themselves the basics of CPR: they will show you, via a free app on your smartphone, whether you have 
adequately opened the airway, ventilated correctly, and done chest compressions with the correct depth and rate 
without unnecessary pauses. They are in many way, more fun, more effective, and less threatening than a human 
trainer. If you have two, they can be set to create CPR competitions, side by side, between colleagues. I cannot think 
of a much better, very inexpensive way of getting people interested in performing CPR with the correct technique. 
Nothing is as good for education as resuscitating a real patient in real life, but these devices are profoundly better 
than the dumb plastic dummies most of us learned on. 

viii.   
Action- 1) Every club should have at least one electronic feedback manikin (Little Anne QCPR or similar, cost around $350) by 
the start of the 2021 season, with a national manikin audit to take place this summer to assess the many clubs already 
providing this training resource.    --AM and GP 

iii.      2) Wide-brimmed hats should be part of uniform for members as part of our cancer minimisation policy, seek a 
supply solution for 2019/20. Clubs to provide portable sun shade (or vehicle roof shade) for lifeguards when at all 
feasible. Cancer prevention is essential with NZ's UV levels, worsened by sun/sand reflectivity.  This needs to be an 
auditable criterion.     -AM  

iv.      3) Methoxyflurane record-keeping must be improved to meet legal requirements. Methoxyflurane use policy and 
forms will be rewritten. AM will monitor methoxyflurane use/documentation to ensure medical director has enough 
information to comply with Ministry of Health guidelines on a quarterly basis- AM and GP 

v.     4) Finish assessment of Surf First Responder program and consider nationwide implementation if review if 
positive. - AM and GP 

v.      5) Congratulations to Jonathon Webber on being appointed to the International Life Saving Federation Medical 
Committee as Secretary, and Gary Payinda as Chair of the Medical Committee.  

vi.     6) Drug and Alcohol Policy needs to be produced. -AM and Ross Merrett 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZY58IK_eIYIYV58GUGimeCp7G0u8zdA_1odhgI_GJw/edit
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1tZY58IK_eIYIYV58GUGimeCp7G0u8zdA_1odhgI_GJw/edit


 

vii.     7) Concussion Policy, which is written, needs to be finalised and gotten out to clubs. -AM and Ross Merrett 
viii.     8) Medical Director to create recognition of prior learning for EMT/Paramedics who have recently completed 

formal prehospital care education and can demonstrate recent professional clinical experience providing prehospital 
care to patients, to allow them to attain Level III/PHEC level equivalency. --GP   
 
 

Allan proposed a motion:   
Motion That the NLC recognise and endorse Jonathan's appointment to the ILS Medical Committee.    
Seconded Dave Clarke  
Carried unanimously.  
 
b).  PAG        DC 
Please see the list of work streams that DC/ PAG has on their minute’s documents on SLSNZ website. 
Specific discussion on:  

I. IRB instructors course, additional resources to support development in addition to the generic instructors course 
that people attend. Need to connect with education group around this.     BO/DC                                                 

II. Northern region quad bike ban- none left in active service, in NR opinion they are not fit for purpose, so the choice 
to remove ability to use in the Northern Region. SLSNZ/PAG need to review fit for purpose of quad bikes across the 
entire country. If found not appropriate for use in SLSNZ context, create a specific policy.  

a. Recommendations around GPS tracking and governor (speed limiting) keys be made to the clubs for 
consideration.       PN/AM 

III. Discussion on the recommendation from PAG and Chief examiners group was passed up to the NLC to consider. The 
removal of the six month stand down of LG award before IRB driver’s award can be started 
PAG doesn’t see that a statutory time period creates training. Recommendations of chief examiners-         
Recommendation of chief examiners group to PAG/NLC that the 6 months of holding a LG award before training in 
an IRB occurs be changed to a policy that. 
1. No person shall train in an IRB as a driver without first  

a) Holding a refreshed surf lifeguard award 
b) Be 16 years of age 
c) Hold a crew persons award 

2. No person shall sit an IRB examination without 
a. Meeting all of the pre requisites 
b. And completing logged training 10hrs? (Club IRB logbook + instructor signoff in workbook as   
evidence) that have not occurred before date of surf lifeguard award. 

Action The PAG and Chief Examiners recommendation points 1 and 2 above is passed onto BO to implement. 
 

IV. Near miss reporting- current process is not fit for purpose, due to discussions around capsizes...only injury capsizes 
are being captured so skews our data. AM- all capsizes in operation (aka patrol and anything other than driver 
training) must be reported, in training only injury events are currently required to be reported.  
A discussion around the near miss reporting electronic survey or similar be made available to clubs. Gary 
recommended a simple google form link.  

V. Drug and alcohol policy - sitting with RM- needs to be near the top of the pile.        AM/CC/JE 
VI. Advanced IRB project still ongoing        PAG/BO/DC 

 
c). Wahine on water      DS 

Report taken as read key points 
Phoebe Havill brought onto PAG to champion this area. Adam Wooler has undertaken to create a new wider 
‘Women in Lifesaving’.  
So far we have successfully hosted four events, in Whangamata, Omanu, Mairangi Bay and Sumner. 
We have two events coming up: 
Otaki Beach - 5th October and Warrington Beach - 6th October 

 
Initial survey results: (end 2018) 
100 respondents 
General themes: 
There is not enough training opportunities 
Females are intimidated/scared of the IRBs  
Females they are not strong enough/ feel they have to be strong in order to drive IRBs 
Females aren’t encouraged to take opportunities/are often forgotten about  
Instructors need to emphasise their confidence in females 
Instructors need to be prepared to adjust their teaching style to cater for females 
More female role models are needed 
There’s a ‘boys club’ 



 

A lot of people have negative first experiences which puts them off 
FUTURE: 
Main issue is rolling out and making it a consistent part of SLSNZ program/ project. 
Need to create a training resource and run plan for this program that keeps the essence that the project team have 
created to date. 
The team feel they are pushing this project very much on our own without much support from staff members as a 
national project.  
Help and prioritisation from Lifesaving Coordinators in different regions is varied but continually improving. 
Lots of it is still falling on the initial L4L team, example the actual planning and preparation of each event which is 
time consuming part. This is something we were afraid of happening when we started this project. More support is 
required in particular with health and safety plans, and research into how women learn/develop skills.   
 
Not only do we want to develop more female IRB drivers, we want this to flow on to be seen in an increase in the 
number of female leaders in SLS, such as advanced guards, regional guards, patrol captains and committee 
members.  
From these days we can gather a better understanding of how females learn, which can be transferred right back 
down to our instructors taking SLGA candidates. We want females to be taught in a way that suits them, and for this 
to be treated as the new norm. 
 

d).     SLSNZ Draft Lifesaving Strategy       AM 
A brief open discussion of how the socialisation of the draft strategy was being received around the country. All 
discussions from LLC’s had been positive.  
The Lifesaving Managers had just completed a work shop populating a strategy plan for Lifesaving and one for 
Search and Rescue. These will be presented to the NLC for their feedback later in the meeting. 

 
e).     Woman in IRB’s     DS 

Report sent to group - as read- key outcome required is national framework/ strategy and requirement/ opportunity 
for it to be offered in all areas of the country.        

 
 f).          Education Report    (as read)        BO 
                Key points from report    
I. On line learning underdevelopment 

Course developed and released (now underway) for SLA and PS refresher. 31 clubs have ‘opted in’ for a full online 
version for the 2019/20  season 
- Extensive trouble shooting and contingency planning completed.  
- Extensive preparation and systems checks completed with all opt-in clubs 
- Processing system reviewed and update for both online (opt in) and opt out, paper-based option.  
 
Other courses under development include: 
- Surf Official Level 1 pre-course learning and; post-course assessment 
- IRB Crewperson pre-course tutorial, including instructor resources and videos and; post-course knowledge 
test self-assessment. 
- Video’s to support changes to support first aid section of new SLGA manual 
- Integration of new Health, Safety and Welfare processes in to all member education 
 
Future projects include: 
- Development of online resources to support Patrol Captains course 
- Further resources in the ‘instructors toolbox’ to support instructors of all awards, focus on SLA 
- Resources to support Rock Module instruction 
- Resources to support Board Rescue Module instruction 
- Support resources for mentoring and assessing; especially for higher awards and awards that fit outside 
our main framework – Surf Official L2/3, peer support, Event safety among other. 
Additional discussion around CRM and usability of the system influencing roll out of activity. 
 

II. First Aid 
Discussion around first aid unit standards vs courses. 
Loss of Level 2, changes to level 1 and PHEC and roll out of surf first responder course.  
All FA training providers have been contacted and course details/expectations confirmed. Confusion seems to still 
exist among members when self-enrolling in courses independently, but not completing an approved SLSNZ course. 
NB: almost all Level 1 and 2 public courses do not cover Oxygen or drowning physiology so cannot be credited as a 
SLSNZ L1 or 2 FA. 
 



 

Initial discussions have been had with some providers about the strategies they will be employing to cover the gap 
which will exist when PHEC Unit Standards expire. All have various ideas about what they will do, but are all wanting 
direction from SLSNZ about what we require in this space. More work to be done here; ongoing dialogue with St. 
John and in middle of a First Aid review for all levels (Surf Lifeguard award FA done; reflected in new manual) 
Yet to start. To be completed as part of First Aid framework review 

 

3.  Strategy Presentation    AM 

The NLC were presented the draft condensed Lifesaving strategy and condensed draft Search and Rescue strategy. This raised 
some fruitful discussions around some of the tactics and success criteria along with clarifying the context of some of the 
information in the planners.  
 

4.  Strategy workshop          AM 
The Regional Lifesaving Managers were excused and the NLC members worked independently on the strategy plans 
undertaking a truth test comparing their thoughts and edits to those of the Regional Managers from the Lifesaving Staff 
meeting the day before. 
Robust discussion about the strategies and additional guidelines to create new strategic plan. Some amendments and 
additions were written by NLC group on large sheets of paper for AM to enter and adapt his documents later. 
 

5.  Review Work Plan        AF 

 New Work Plan Projects 

Volunteer Rescue a SAR Deployment Tool for Squads Moved to the CGNZ app Active 911 

Enquiry into IRB Injuries AUT Research underway with force meters on crew to 
measure impact force on limbs 

Instructor Face book page and content Not taken up by L4L. Will now look to crowd source from 
Lifeguards. The template is being developed. 

Lifeguard Surveillance model discussion Implemented in POM 

 Education Review  

On line learning underdevelopment  Refreshers can now be done online   

Advanced IRB Collation of material underway 

 First Aid 

Begin review and open discussion on PHEC Unit stds 
removal, First responder training trial 

Two trials have been run review being developed 

Look at the First Aid currency for refreshers   Discussion required  

 National Lifeguard School review  Review being processed, with some recommendations being 
implemented this year, lifting of the entry age to 18. H&S risk 
assessments upgraded. 

 NLC Policy Review 

Use and Crewing of Inflatable  Rescue Boats (IRB) Under development PAG 

Sun Smart It is the responsibility of all clubs to supply appropriate 
portable sun shade for the beach patrols. The removal of the 
Caps from the uniform lists and replaced with Wide Brim Hat 
or Bucket Hat. 

Use of Rescue Water Craft (RWC) The policy has been released, consultation closes 18/10/19. 
Clubs will have to apply for a license to operate a RWC under 
SLSNZ Safety Case. 

Min. equipment for SAR Pending NZSAR funding  

Breaching patrol standards A new easier process is being developed, the draft policy has 
been signed off by the NLC and sent to the COO and CEO who 



 

will incorporate Sport and other areas within SLSNZ into the 
policy. 

SLSNZ Rescue Craft Speed Limit Policy and Procedures Under development  

 Local Lifesaving Committees 

Report on the SLS Lifesaving Strategy for NZ  A brief open discussion of how the socialisation of the draft 
strategy was being received around the country. All 
discussions from LLC’s had been positive. 

 Prototype IRB Trial 

Interim report following SLSNZ trial  Postponed as a second round of trialling is required due to 
the hull being significantly different than the MKI hull. 

 

6.  Breach policy discussion     AF 
Group had robust discussion around changes to the breach policy changes and made some changes to the documentation 
that DC has created. This will be tidied up by AM and be recirculated to NLC group. 
Action the breach policy will be tidied up by AM and be recirculated to NLC group. 
 

7.  ROM /Year            AF 
Allan has created a new sheet for 2019/20 season- editable word doc. 
Suggestion from group that ROM uses standard beach assessment tools and is a google form or similar that can collate in one 
singular spreadsheet for assessment as multiple forms and formats is wasting the time of NLC members. 
For all other AOE group strongly believes that non standardised form for 2019/20 is not acceptable.  
Action A recommended AOE spread sheet will be circulated to review before the next meeting. 
 

8.  RWC / MNZ        AM 
AF moved a motion from NLC to request the removal of exception 6.0 from RWC policy as this ability exists within regions own 
policy creation ability. 
Seconded DS. Motion passed unanimously. Such an exemption would invalidate the consultation processes that had been put 
in place to allow the clubs to provide feedback on ownership and operation of RWC by Clubs and Regions 
Action NLC request SLSNZ Board to remove exception 6.0 from RWC policy 
 

9.  NLC Plan             AM 
This was placed on hold until the next NLC meeting and be revisited following the receipt of the Lifesaving Strategy and Search 
and Rescue Strategy. Both Strategies will produce new work streams the NLC will discuss.  
 

10.  NLC Delegate Cycle/Succession planning    AM  
A discussion around the terms for each member of the NLC was held, and a better understanding of the TOR for the NLC 
appointments and elections was gained.  
 

11.  Policy development time table                    AM 
With the appointment of the SLSNZ Health and Safety and Welfare officer all policies within SLSNZ will be managed through 
this office. Until a better understanding of the timelines required to process each policy is gained. Lifesaving will be taking a 
conservative approach to developing a new policy review timetable. This will allow more time for membership consultation, 
reformatting of the policy statements and incorporating a clearer link to membership wellbeing and health and safety aspects 
of the policy. 
Action A new time table will be circulated to the NLC by the next meeting. 
 

12.  General Business                       AF  
a. Prototype IRB  PN 
Discussion occurred relating to PN’s discussion paper around Piha’s proposal to run a patrolling trial of the prototype airhull 
IRB for a summer season. Discussions centred on the requirement to include all branding except Arancia on the trial hull and 
potential risk to Piha, organisation and public, from use of a prototype boat on patrol. These requirements will need to be 
incorporated into the final proposal from Piha. The NLC and PAG will consider the proposal once an updated proposal 
including incorporating the above points has been received from Piha. As national power craft officer Dave Hickey must be 
involved in the Piha on patrol trial activity. Allan will need to work through the implications of a possible summer trial with 
Dave once the formal request has been received and passed on from the NLC. 
 
Piha is also trialling the prototype boat on Labour weekend as part of the existing trial for use in surf with Piha members.  Paul 
is happy for others to contact him to attend the event. Dave Clarke will inform the PAG should they wish to come along.  
 
b.         RWC in Patrol Audits  AM 



 

The addition of RWC information to patrol auditing process, RWC sheet will be a laminated addition to patrol auditors 
resources, where RWC is present on beach it can be chosen by patrol to use for carrying out single rescue task 
 
c.  Regional Lifeguard Applicant Quality CC 
The poor quality of some of the applicants for regional lifeguard positions was raised. This lead to a wider discussion around 
the current Lifeguard Award being fit for purpose, based on the comment! Should anyone who has just graduated as a surf 
lifeguard be able to step into a contract lifeguard role? The discussions raised many questions and provided the starting point 
for a wider discussion around the actual and perceived needs of lifesaving, and perhaps a wider lens review of lifesaving 
qualifications.  
 

13.  Next meeting - phone conference  
January- Thursday 23rd 7pm 

 

 
 

Meeting Action Point Register 2019/2020 (Updated 20/10/19) Ongoing 

Completed 

Action Point Description Who When 

Amend Minutes Adjust previous minutes to reflect accurately attendance - 
BHG was present as was DS. 

LSM 24/11 
 

 Q-CPR (feedback) 
manikin 

Creation of national recommendations for consultation 
that all clubs have a specific CPR manikin system. As part of 
this national CPR manikin audit to take place 
Recommendation of GP + NLC that this action is 
undertaken by 2020 season. 

AM  11/19 to be actioned  

Wide brimmed hat 
supply solution for 

2019/20  

All LG’s must have access to a wide brimmed hat for patrol 
activities. SLSNZ to consider funding for every lifeguard. 
Need to confirm right now availability of hats and SLSNZ 
Boards view on who should supply/ pay or if we can create 
a better solution e.g. stitch on badges. 

AM 11/19  to be actioned  

Standing order for 
Methoxyflurane 

memo to LGs  

Medications administered record- CRM is inadequate need 
a solution ASAP as the current system is not auditable and 
unsafe. 
Clubs and LGs trained to administer pain relief must 
receive an email from SLSNZ immediately advising that 
Methoxyflurane is not to be administered until further 
notice. There is no standing order for use. 

LSM  ASAP under 
development  

ILS Representative  The NLC endorse Jonathan's appointment to the ILS 
medical committee. Formal communication of support. 

AF    completed 

JW to be contacted  

 PAG Work stream Share PAG project list with NLC DC ASAP  completed 

IRB instructors 
course  

Additional resources to support development in addition 
to the generic instructor’s course that people attend. Need 
to connect with education group around this. 

BO/DC    on going  

 Quad (ATV) Bike 
review 

Northern region quad bike ban- none left in active service, 
in NR opinion they are not fit for purpose, so the choice to 
remove ability to use in NR via NR Policy. SLSNZ RLSM do 

PN/AM      



 

not agree. SLSNZ/PAG need to review fit for purpose of 
quad bikes across the entire country. If found not 
appropriate for use in SLSNZ context, create a specific 
policy.                                                   

 ATV/ROV Speed 
intervention devices 

Recommendations around GPS tracking and governor 
(speed limiting) keys 

PN/AM    Dec 19  

 IRB Drivers Award - 
Pre examination 

requirements 

Recommendation of chief examiners group to PAG/NLC 
that the 6 months of holding a LG award before training in 
an IRB occurs be changed to a policy that:  
No person shall train in an IRB as a driver without first  
- Holding a refreshed surf lifeguard award 
- Be 16 years of age 
- Hold a crew persons award 
- No person shall sit an IRB examination without meeting 
all of the pre requisites 
- And completing logged training 10hrs? (Club IRB logbook 
+ instructor signoff in workbook as evidence) that have not 
occurred before date of surf lifeguard award. 

 DC     

Near miss reporting Current process not capturing data. 
All capsizes in operation (aka patrol and anything other 
than driver training) must be reported, in training only 
injury events are currently required to be reported. Near 
miss reporting electronic survey or similar that is fit for use 
to capture data to be developed and circulated 

AM/RM 
 

Yet to be started 

Woman in IRB Outcome required is national framework/ strategy and 
requirement/ opportunity for it to be offered in all areas of 
the country 

   

RWC Policy Adan F suggests to group that 6.0 should be removed.  
Recommendation to SLSNZ Board to remove point 6.0 
from the RWC policy 

AM Upon 
submitting 

consultation 
feedback to 

Board 

 

Strategy discussion The development of the key points and goals  of the 
strategies to be sent out following the media teams tidy up 

AM ASAP  

from  

media 

under 
development  

 

 
 

Signed  Chair       Date 12/11/2019 

  Adam Fraser  


